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President Hall has contributed a short Introduction to the book of
his former student. The first chapter, entitled " Education During
Adolescence," is a resume of Hall's general ideas on the subject, to
which the author adds by way of " comment" four specific aims that
high schools should pursue, relating to physical well-being, vocational
guidance, personal culture, and social efficiency. The second chapter
deals with the six-year high school curriculum, the third with prin-
ciples of election. Here many opinions are quoted, almost at random,
ending with the author's own opinion. The heading of the fourth
chapter is more promising • " Changes Proposed in Secondary Educa-
tion," but after a few more citations and some vague references to the
Boston and Seattle schools we arrive at such generalities as this:
" In order to be self-supporting, each individual should take studies
bearing directly or indirectly on some trade, occupation, or profession.
* * * But he should be trained for genuine citizenship. * * *
and * * * he should secure 'general culture'" (p. 77). The re-
maining three chapters deal with the "Required Subjects," namely,
Social Studies, English, and History, and consist almost entirely of
loosely connected quotations from Hall, Elliott, and reports of com-
mittees of the National Education Association. With the present
shortage of labor and material, this kind of literary hero-worship is
greatly to be deplored, even if it were accompanied by valuable original
offerings, as is not the case in the book before us L. R G.

W. J. CRAWFORD Experiments in Psychical Science. E. P. Dutton
and Company, New York, 1919, p 201.

The author of this volume is a Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering
at the Municipal Technical Institute and at Queen's University, Bel-
fast. The present book is in part a continuation of his previous work
on The Reality of Psychic Phenomena. The author describes in some
detail hib methods and the results obtained with levitation, contact
phenomena, and direct voice phenomena. He gives minute descriptions
and measurements of all conditions, utensils, and other items involved;
for instance, the weight of the medium before and after the seance,
the weight of the levitating table as well as its dimensions, and even
its temperature during a long levitation He illustrates his explana-
tions with many figures and drawings and four full-page photographs.
On the basis of answers received from the " spirit operators " to ques-
tions about their methods of producing their psychic phenomena the
author attempts to construct several hypotheses purporting to explain
these phenomena analogous to the laws of mechanics. He be-
lieves, for instance, that " a psychic structure" emanates from the
body of the medium built up of organic matter in a very unstable state
and acutely sensitive to practically all light, and exclaims • " Imagine
then the devastating effect of the magnesium flash upon this delicate
structure" Nevertheless this same psychic structure in other respects
obeys the laws of mechanics. The experiments with voice phenomena
were practically without positive results In spite of all pseudo-scien-
tific efforts to introduce a few physical measurements into the seances
the author does not seem to have been able to avoid self-deception, and
his experiments are not convincing. L R. G.


